Let k be an algebraically closed field, and let P n be projective n-space over k. Let V r c P n be a smooth projective variety. It is known that V can be embedded in p 2r+i (cf. [2]), but there are smooth r-dimensional varieties which cannot be embedded in P 2r . Let r S m ^ min(2r, n -1), and let n : V -» P m be induced by projection from an (n -m -l)-subspace L c P m with LnV= 0. As in [4] , we ask what can be said about n when L is chosen generically, i.e. L is chosen from some dense open subset of the corresponding Grassmann variety. In the case that m ^ r + 1, the problem is to describe the local nature of the singular locus of V' = n{V). This is of interest because V' can be chosen to be birational to V. Specifically, we would like to describe the structure of the local rings 6 y > yy for closed points y e V\ For i > 0, let S t c= V consist of all points x at which the tangent map has rank ^ r -i. Thus
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The following result, which is essentially a statement about homomorphisms of formal power series rings, shows how to use Theorem 1 to obtain canonical forms for the homomorphisms n* : ê) P are an example of this; we have r = 2, m = 3, and q = 1 in this case.
The above results give information about the structure of tfV,y/p> where pis a minimal prime ideal corresponding to a point xen'^y) which satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2. The next theorem can be used to show how these minimal prime ideals relate to each other.
Let 2 ^ a ^ m + 1, and suppose that any a points of V span an (a -1)-subspace of P n . Let U a a V x • • • x V (a copies) consist of all a-tuples of distinct points. We can define a morphism 4>:U a -+ G(n 9 a -I) = Grass fl (fe w+ *), such that </>(x l5 ..., xj is the point which corresponds to the subspace A spanned by x l9 ..., x a . For a fixed (n -m -l)-subspace L c P n , let E c G(n,a -1) be the special Schubert cycle E = {A| dim(L n A) ^ a -2}. Thus (x l9 ..., x a )e 0 _1 (E) iff TCCXJ = ... = 7i(x fl ). 
